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Now you can easily receive messages and guidance from beloved saints such as Mother Teresa,

Bernadette, Joan of Arc, Hildegard, Padre Pio, Anthony, Francis, and Bridget. Doreen Virtue has

created a nondenominational deck of oracle cards that people from various spiritual and religious

backgrounds are sure to appreciate and enjoy. Ã‚Â  Forty-four cards with breathtaking artwork

depicting God, the Holy Spirit, Jesus, saints, archangels, and guardian angels give you answers,

gentle guidance, and messages. A guidebook accompanying the cards thoroughly explains how to

receive guidance about the present and future, how to give an accurate reading to another person,

and the general meanings of each cardÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s message.
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'Doreen Virtue is the undisputed queen of angel scene' The Bookseller 'A West Coast Goddess' -

Saturday Telegraph Magazine

Doreen Virtue, Ph.D., is a spiritual psychologist who works with the angelic realm, including the

fairies. She is the bestselling author of many books, cards, and audiocassettes, with sales of over

1M copies!

The Saints and Angels Oracle Card deck is my favorite Doreen Virtue deck. As with all of her decks,

it comes down to what resonates the best with each reader. For me, this deck is a coming home,



working with my beloved Divine Spirit Team and I am filled with a warm healing feeling just by

holding the deck of cards. The artwork is beautiful, including the artwork on the back of each card.

The edges are gilded and even the box is beautiful. About half the cards are guardian angel cards

and the other half has Saints and the Holy Trinity plus Mother Mary. The first reading I did with this

deck was accurate and every reading since then continues to be very accurate. The guide book

explains how to clear and consecrate the deck, how to use the cards, provides a prayer suggestion

for consecrating the deck and for saying a prayer before readings. The guidebook provides a

reading for each card as well as information on each saint and angel. I suspect that each of her

decks are as powerful a divination tool as this one is to me, provided you resonate well with and

have a personal connection to, the benevolent being(s) focused on in a particular deck.

I love the Saints and Angels Oracle Cards. They are great to use for readings and give everyone a

positive side of thinking. Every single time i'm done with a reading, the person is always happy/

positive and loves/ amazed how the cards work. When you ask the cards a question, the cards

answer the question in a positive way and who you should pray to for your questions to be fixed,

answered, become reality, etc. I would recommend these cards to everyone.

I love oracle cards. I am always uplifted and/or forced into deeper reflection of my life. Messages

are always positive.

This deck is absolutely beautiful to me. I love the artwork and the gold trimming around the edges of

the cards. I have never owned Oracle Cards, this is my very first set. I used the cards the 1st day i

received them from . I did the 3 card spread and i also asked who is with me. The 3 card spread

was pretty accurate for me and described my past, present and gave me hope for the future.I was

particulary amazed when i shuffled the cards and cut the deck. I picked the card on the top of the

2nd deck. It was the "Retreat" Guardian Angel, then i shuffled the cards again and also cut the deck

but this time pick the bottom card of the 1st deck, IT WAS THE SAME CARD! I still have yet to do

the 7 day card spread and the 12 month spread. Before the cards came in i have been praying for

weeks for my guardian angel to help me through these difficult times. I ordered this deck along with

3 others from Doreen Virtue. I just received theGoddess Deck today and still waiting for Archangels

and Unicorns. I ordered these specifically because i've always felt close to Angels/Saints. As a kid i

was intrigued with Goddesses and Unicorns. So far i am more than pleased with this deck and look

forward to using it often.



Beautiful Saints & Angel cards with guidebook. Happy with my purchase works well with Doreen

Virtues other angel cards & Loving Words from Jesus cards which are very beautiful, if you love

images of Jesus you will love the Jesus deck.

I'm liking these cards, However when they arrived as I was unboxing the cards had been stuck

together. Each time I pulled on off of the stack little pieces of the images (front and back) came off. I

noticed when I pull quickly not as much comes off though. Still now on almost every card there is a

little bit if blemish I will have to deal with.

okay this is my very first review about doreen virtues angel cards so bare with me here. i own quite

a few decks but now i'm finally going to write a review on atleast one of them lol.i have mixed

feelings. i love much of the artwork and that even though much of the message on the card itself is

stripped down compared to doreen's other decks, i feel that it helps me train my intuitive muscle, so

to speak lol. the only problem i really have with these cards is that i wish she'd include more well

known saints in her deck. over half of the cards are just "guardian angel." i only bought it cuz i

thought it would teach me a little more about all the different saints and i DID learn a little dont get

me wrong. but i was kinda disappointed because not too long ago before i made the purchase, i

discovered who one of my spirit guides is which is Saint Anna. i was hoping her card would be in

there atleast, since mother mary and jesus was in there. saint anna's daughter i found out was in

fact mother mary of course, making jesus her grandson!anyways, besides that, i like it because

helps me develop my intuition by paying attention to the artwork more and any feelings that arise. i

AM indeed getting better since i started using these cards though. i'll give you that doreen lol

It took me a while to really connect what the cards have to offer... but I was very charmed by the

beautiful illustrations and such beautiful messages that were sent to me through them. They tell me

everything...very precisely and very correctly, when I have my mind open. These are the cards my

very well-accredited friend in that area uses and I was invited to use hers for a long time. I was not

sure at the beginning - not that I was doubtful, on the contrary I love these 'mediums' for the

heavenly intuition, and believe in them, with my own experiences. No, I am NOT in a lulu land, I am

just very intuitive and spiritual. Everyday, or when I need a little encouragement, or a guidance, I

face to the deck and pull out the cards. Amazingly, it is so often that the same cards come out, for

the same worries/problems I would like a help. I shuffle the deck so much and the percentage of



pulling the same cards out of the deck ? You tell me. I do not care who would believe me or not. I

know, for me, I am praying and talking with the Almighty and the angels for the guidance and love. I

am enjoying this beautiful experience every single day to lighten up my day :)
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